REPORTING

Sprinklr Social Reporting
Do you have a crystal clear line of sight on all social activity affecting your
business both historically and in real time? Can you track trends on markets,
customers, product and operations with a few mouse clicks?
And then report to executives and stakeholders on key metrics and business
drivers at a moment’s notice?
Is the information you need to drive your social tactics and measure ROI
missing in action? Then let Social Reporting put it back at your fingertips.

Today 3:18pm

this social reporting stuff is a nightmare.
how do you guys do it?
Today 3:20pm

Sprinklr Social Reporting - has everything
we need. standard dashes, custom
reports, widgets. 300 metrics to slice &
dice on - you name it.
Today 3:24pm

wow, isn't that overkill?
Today 3:29pm

well you can use the canned dashboards,
they're usually rich enough but if you
wanna get fancy you can build any
custom report in there. super flexible.
Today 3:30pm

the execs like it?
Today 3:33pm

they love it, specially the aggregated
reports - they get it in the mail like
clockwork and me, i can run my support
teams and marketing runs campaigns daily
based on it. Anything they ask us we make
a report and ship it off to them #bliss
Today 3:34pm

geez, i should look at these guys huh?
Today 3:35pm

yeah you think? Sprinklr.com - tell em i
sent ya :)
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Discovering advocates on a global level.

REPORTING
YOU ASKED, WE ANSWERED
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Do I have to create reports from scratch?
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Yes. With asset-level reporting, you can track and
measure content success metrics for individual pieces of
content used across all social networks or campaigns.
Using this, you can discover underlying customer
preferences – like color, context or topic – and optimize
your content strategy around this insight. It also lets you
adjust distribution and deployment tactics, and improve
engagement, fine-tune curation sources and identify top
content producers.

You can if you want to, but Social Reporting comes
with a treasure trove of standard reporting dashboards
and widgets straight out of the box covering all basic
reporting needs for operations, campaigns, tags and
engagement metrics.
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Do you cover all the metrics for each social
network?
You bet. Not only that, but we also let you organize
and group channel insights based on custom
properties. This means you can tag and track custom
audiences, for example across geographies, markets,
or languages, or by product.
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Can I optimize my teams’ performance?
Definitely. You can track and measure your teams’
efficiency and responsiveness against your desired
operational goals and SLAs and then adjust as needed to
optimize their performance.
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Can I discover what’s being said about my brand?
Yes, you can organize and group brand mentions by
topic and volume across social networks and campaigns.
You might, for example, discover popular topics, surface
customer issues or drive business change with this
information.

Can I report across all my Facebook pages or
Twitter accounts?
Yes. It’s easy to generate ‘big picture’ aggregated
analytics across multiple social accounts. You can,
for instance, group data by country, region, audience
type or language for any social network we support.
You can also slice and dice channel data by clients,
accounts or campaigns.

Can I monitor my customers’ mood?
Yes, you can track and measure the emotional pulse
of customers and communities. Detect when a crisis
might be brewing. Influence brand perception. Or
track acceptance following a product launch. You can
even explore how your competitors’ customers feel by
tracking sentiment keywords on public social networks.

But can I build custom reports if I want to?
Sure! We offer a comprehensive set of custom widgets
and social metrics you can slice and dice through to
your heart’s content.
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Can I report on what our own people are doing?
Definitely. You can pull detailed reports on pretty much
any Sprinklr user activity inside the platform to identify
your most active, prolific or effective users.
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Can I measure if my content was successful?
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Can I track specific followers over time?
Yes, you can group followers and fans into audience
segments and track their engagement with your
brand over time. This gives you a historical timeline of
engagement versus a single snapshot picture.
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Can I export my data or dashboards?
Yes, you can export data to Excel or CSV format files or
export beautiful widgets as PDF or PNG files.

Measuring engagement over time to adjust content or campaign tactics.
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